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JUNE EVENT

In June Only
Get 125% Credit on

Cash Back Option Products

In June Only
Get 125% Credit on

Cash Back Option Products

 10% Bonus on HMS plus 25 and 30-year term (excludes CBO and ROP)
 10% Bonus on HMS Plus Payment Protector 25, 30-year term, and To Age 70
 8% Bonus on all other life insurance production
 1% Bonus on annuity production (excludes ClassicMark and LibertyMark)

10% Bonus on HMS Plus CBO and 
HMS Plus ADB w/ROP (8% July - Nov)

JUNE

ONLY

Requirements

Top 5 Bonus



Americo’s Agent 
Incentive Program for 
Medicare Supplement

Qualifi cation Period March 1, 2018 through August 31, 2018. First premium payment for 
each qualifying policy must be applied during the qualifi cation period. 

Produce at least $15,000 of qualifying annualized premium during the 
qualifi cation period. Applies to all plans (eApp or paper), Disability 
and Guaranteed Issue policies are excluded.  

Must have 65% underwritten business. Medicare Supplement  
production will be counted at 100% of paid annualized fi rst-year premium.

Requirements

Meet the requirements and receive a bonus payout based on the 
following:

• $15,000 to $29,999 = 4% Bonus payout
• $30,000 and above = 8% Bonus payout
Must have 65% underwritten business.

Bonus Payout

We will be recognizing our Top 5 Med Sup UFirst Reward qualifi ers 
each qualifi cation period with an additional bonus:

1st Place = $5,000 Bonus 4th Place = $2,000 Bonus
2nd Place = $4,000 Bonus 5th Place = $1,000 Bonus
3rd Place = $3,000 Bonus

Top 5 Bonus
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